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ABSTRACT

Learning organization is not only one of the most recent concepts but also is strongly and 

closely linked to the concept of change management which is currently at the heart of 

every organization that not only desires to succeed but also to survive in this uncertain 

and dynamic global environment. Kenya Shell Ltd is one of the main Multinational play

ers in the Kenyan Petroleum Industry that continues to undergo market transformation 

within the uncertain, dynamic and unpredictable environment. It is also the latest multina

tional in the Kenyan petroleum industry to engage in ownership restructuring move in 

Kenya. Bearing in mind it’s a subsidiary of the Royal Dutch Shell that has played a sig

nificant role globally in contributing to the pool of knowledge in the field of the learning 

organization, no wonder the researcher established that the organization is committed to 

practicing learning organization disciplines.

This research work had two objectives, to determine the extent to which learning organi

zation disciplines are practiced at Kenya Shell Ltd and to establish the factors influencing 

the learning organization practices. In order to achieve this objectives personal interview 

were carried out with senior managers (Their assistants in some cases) by help of an in

terview guide. The main dimensions determined are; Continuous Learning, Inquiry and 

dialogue, collaboration and team learning, Embedded systems, Empowerment, System 

connections and Leadership.

It was determined that Kenya shell ltd practiced learning organization disciplines to a 

large extent. The researcher found out that the organization is not only aware of the 

learning organization discipline but has integrated the disciplines into its processes, tools 

and programs to a large extent. The researcher further established the factors that influ

ence the learning organization practices in the organization. The main factor established 

is the role of the parent organization (Royal Dutch Shell) via strategies, targets and goals 

to the local organization and the knowledge of learning organization. This is consistent 

with the arguments that De Geus, 1997;Senge, 1994) Royal Dutch Shell has played a sig

nificant role globally in contributing to the pool of knowledge in the field of the learning
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organization such as the development of the concepts of scenario planning and the living 

company.

The study concluded that the organization to a large extent is practicing the learning or

ganization disciplines which provide a conducive environment for anticipating, embrac

ing and creating change. Therefore this ability to be more proactive and effective in man

aging change in this continuously dynamic environment should be used to give a more 

competitive advantage to the organization during the current strategic change involving 

ownership restructuring in Kenya.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

In today’s global world, organizations and firms cannot thrive and succeed independent of 

their social economic and technological environment. According to Burnes (2004) organiza

tions depend on their environment for both inputs and outputs. Ansoff and McDonnell 

(1990), state that the environment can be either relatively stable or turbulent. Organizations 

therefore respond to the changing environment by coming up with clear strategies for the 

organization. Whereas people are able to predict what sort of future direction they need for 

the organization, managing strategy is still challenging since the environment is continu

ously dynamic even at the centre of strategic planning as argued by Johnson and Scholes 

(2002). Therefore the more proactive and effective an organization is able to manage change 

in this continuously dynamic environment, the more competitive advantage the organization 

has.

The effectiveness of many firms in delivering the desired strategic change has been ham

pered by the organization’s inability to learn how to embrace, anticipate and create change 

(Senge, 1990). This is mainly because the challenges faced by strategic leaders in imple

menting complex and long-range consequential decisions demand that they be sophisticated 

with respect to issues of leadership, power and influence. Without political awareness and 

skill, Managers face the inevitable prospect of becoming immersed in bureaucratic infight

ing, parochial politics and destructive power struggles, which greatly retard organizational 

initiative, innovation, morale and performance (Kotter 1995). According to Johnson and 

Scholes (2002), knowing or envisaging what strategy is and designing a structure and proc

esses to put this into effect does not in itself mean that people will make it happen. Imple

menting strategic decisions amounts to change, which has a tendency towards inertia and 

resistance from people. Serrat (2009) recommends that for organizations wishing to remain 

relevant and thrive, learning better and faster is critically important. However, organizational 

learning is neither possible nor sustainable without understanding what drives it
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1.1.1 The Concept of Learning Organizations.

The concept of the learning organization arises out of ideas long held by leaders in organiza

tional development and systems dynamics. One of the specific contributions of organiza

tional development is its focus on the humanistic side of organizations. The developers (Ar- 

gyris, 2003; De Geus, 1997; Senge, 1990; Pedler et al, 1996) of the learning organization 

concept explain how the idea evolved from investigations into businesses' distressingly short 

life spans. The reason most businesses fail, they argue, is that they conceptualize manage

ment in individualistic, rather than in systemic terms. They outline a new leadership ap

proach based on systems thinking in which managers' primary responsibility is to facilitate 

organizational learning rather than to develop and implement problem-solving strategies 

(Serrat, 2009). Because managers with the necessary skills to facilitate such learning are so 

rare, future managers need to be trained in these skills (de Geus, 2006). The disciplines de

scribed in learning organizations differ from more familiar management disciplines in that 

they are ‘personal’ disciplines. Learning organizations are viewed as part of the evolving 

field of organizational development. The concept of a learning organization allows us to 

imagine organizations as organisms or rather living things that among other things can learn. 

This concept is a very recent idea and that is why they are commonly referred to as the or

ganizations of the future (Senge, 1990; and Pedler et al, 1996). Pedler et al (1996) concludes 

that only those organizations whose learning is equal to or greater than the rate of change in 

the environment will survive.

Effective change does primarily involve learning. According to Carnal (2007), people in an 

organization may learn about themselves, the organization and the environment. However if 

the organization does not learn, then when the individuals leave the organization, the learn

ing they have achieved also goes with them. Organizations may adopt fashionable, state of 

the art techniques, but they will be unable to incorporate them as a sustained way of doing 

business unless the organization is learning. He further argues that learning in organizations 

is reflected in the continuous changing procedures, policies, behaviors patterns and evolving 

culture. Research by Senge, Roberts, Ross, Smith, & Kleiner (1994) stated that one thing 

that a learning organization does well is helping people embrace change. They further ar

gued that people in learning organizations react more quickly when the environment changes
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because they know how to anticipate changes that are going to occur. In 1990, Senge pre

dicted that it is no longer sufficient to have one person learning for the organization, or play 

the role of the ‘grand strategist’ at the top and have everyone else in the organization follow

ing the orders of the “grand strategist.” He further argues that the organizations that will 

truly excel in the future will be the organizations that discover how to tap people’s commit

ment and capacity to learn at all levels in an organization. Some of the recent studies on 

learning organizations (Argyris, 2001; Garvin, 1998; Joni, 2005; Senge et all, 1994; Serrat, 

2009; Sugarman, 2001) have argued that the only sustainable source of competitive advan

tage is an organization’s ability to learn faster than its competition.

The learning organizations disciplines provide tools, practices and techniques that organiza

tions can apply to evolve into learning organizations. The disciplines seem to generally 

agree on the characteristics of a successful learning organization. According to Senge 

(1990), organizations cannot learn unless the individuals learn, however individual learning 

does not guarantee organizational learning. Pedler et al (1996) on the other hand argues that 

individual learning is not synonymous to organizational learning. Understanding and im

proving how people learn together as collectively is the new frontier. However (Argyris, 

2003) claims that the main reason why this concept of learning organization may not have 

been exploited by many organizations is the fact that it requires organizations to start by 

shifting their point of orientation from outward to inward and emphasize on thinking and 

interacting. He argues that Organizations are the product of its peoples’ thinking and interac

tion. He claims that organizational; barriers are always created by peoples’ wishes, expecta

tions, beliefs and habits. In the course of time these barriers become reinforced as long as 

they are not challenged and eventually become invisible since they are being taken for 

granted. Therefore learning occurs when the people in the organization become conscious of 

how they think and interact, and begin developing capacities to think and interact differently.

Scholars and writers have raised several debatable issues surrounding the concept of learn

ing organizations. Some scholars have argued that the concept of the learning organization is 

only but theoretical or prescriptive. One of the main challenges facing the development and 

application of the learning organization concept is the debate among some of the writers to
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the effect that there is no one universal accepted model of the learning organization. More

over not all agree about whether an organization can learn (Carnal, 2007). According to 

Garvin (1993), some portions of the learning organization disciplines are abstract such as the 

discipline of prescribing personal transformation as advanced by Senge (1990).

1.1.2 The Petroleum Industry in Kenya

Petroleum Oil contributes the highest percentage of primary energy demand for Kenya’s 

economy and therefore remains the critical driver for economic and social goals for the 

Country’s Vision 2030 (Sambu, 2010). Kenya is a net importer of petroleum products and 

has a refinery, Kenya Petroleum Refinery Limited (KPRL) which is jointly owned by the 

government and Essar Reliance of India, an 800 km cross country oil pipeline from Mom

basa to Nairobi and Western Kenya, run by the Kenya Pipeline Corporation (KPC). The 

sector being regulated by the Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC) currently has over 30 

oil importing and marketing companies comprising of four major companies namely Shell, 

Total, Kenol/Kobil, Oil Libya (75% market share), and other emerging oil companies which 

include the Government owned National Oil Corporation of Kenya (NOCK) as well as the 

independent dealers (PIEA, 2010). The petroleum industry is generally divided into up

stream, mid stream and downstream operations. Kenya is mainly involved in downstream 

operations with visibility studies being conducted to establish potential for upstream opera

tions.

The petroleum industry was liberalized late 1994 as part of Structural Adjustment Programs 

(SAP) for the energy sector. This liberalization was expected to bring about a realignment of 

the market structure and facilitate competition so that the country would benefit from the 

lowest prices from the international market, product availability in addition to stable and 

competitive pricing in a free market. At the start of the liberalization in 1994, multinationals 

accounted for over 90% of all petroleum products imported into Kenya and almost 100% of 

retail network. Currently the companies operating in Kenya could be categorized into the: 

Traditional multinationals, Secondly the new entrant multinationals and thirdly the inde

pendent petroleum dealers. According to the Petroleum Institute of East Africa (2007), the
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Energy Petroleum Act of 2007 gave birth to the ERC as well as empowered the minister for 

energy to introduce price controls whenever he is convinced that there is unfair rise in petro

leum prices. In addition to its regulatory role, the ERC also oversees the implementation and 

observance of the principles of fair competition within the industry. In the year 2010, the 

ERC gazetted a legal notice providing for a costing formulation to be used by the industry 

players in determining the monthly ceiling prices for petroleum products at retail and whole

sale levels (PIEA, 2010).

According to PIEA (2010) the Petroleum industry in Kenya has witnessed unpredictable 

challenges and counter effects brought about by the global market driven liberalization of 

the 1990s. Some of these challenges and changes include: The emergence of independent 

petroleum dealers affecting the level and type of competition. The continued legislative 

changes and ttaxation guidelines have also been another issue of contention. The most recent 

challenges include increased and unpredictable crude oil prices at the international market 

and the escalating piracy menace along the Kenyan coastline. For most multinationals, the 

cost of compliance especially in areas of safety, health, environment and business ethics are 

very high as it places them at a competitive disadvantage compared to independent petro

leum dealers. The entire capacity for the crucial petroleum handling facilities including the 

jetties at the Kenya Ports Authority (KPA), storage facilities and pipeline at KPC and the rail 

system are constrained since this infrastructure has not been upgraded in tandem with the 

rising demand of petroleum products in Kenya and the region. Inadequacies and inefficien

cies at the only old and overstretched KPRL for processing crude oil continue to be a major 

bottleneck to product availability for marketers as well as push cost of product up unneces

sarily. Unfair playing ground practices such as the latest government effort to give NOCK 

exclusive rights to import 30% of the Kenyan demand of petroleum products have enlisted 

negative reactions from the industry.

The Kenya’s petroleum sector continues to undergo market transformation, with a major 

consolidation of operators, and even as more and more multinationals exit the market and 

sell their operations to existing operators (Sambu, 2010). As a result of these challenges and 

changes, some of the traditional multinationals such as Esso (K) ltd, Agip (K) Ltd, BP Ken
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ya Ltd, Mobil Oil Kenya Ltd and Chevron Oil Kenya Ltd have divested from Kenya and 

other African countries through acquisition strategy. Kenya Shell Ltd is the latest to an

nounce its intention to review ownership of its downstream business interests in 21 African 

nations Kenya inclusive. This has also seen new regional entrants such as Engen and Oilibya 

into the market. These ranges of drastic strategic changes among the petroleum oil compa

nies are expected to have elicited some dynamic and complex changes in the Kenya Shell 

Ltd Organization.

1.1.3 Overview of Kenya Shell Ltd.

Kenya Shell Ltd is a subsidiary of the Royal Dutch Shell Group of Companies, headquar

tered at Hague in Netherlands. According to PIEA (2010), The Royal Dutch Shell Company 

ltd started its operations in Kenya at Mombasa and Zanzibar in 1901.In 1928, the consoli

dated petroleum company (merger) was formed to handle joint business operations of Royal 

Dutch Shell company ltd. and that of British Petroleum (BP) pic. Covering several countries 

in Africa and Asia. In 1961 however the consolidated arrangement was dissolved and Ken

yan operations taken over by newly formed companies namely, Kenya shell Ltd and BP 

Kenya Ltd. on 50/50 ownership basis under the management of Kenya Shell Ltd. Over the 

years the company has expanded and responded to several challenges by initiating and em

bracing change in several spheres/ aspects of its business. Agip (K) ltd exited the Kenyan 

market in the year 2000 selling her shareholding to Shell BP Kenya ltd. Likewise BP exited 

the Kenyan market in the year 2007 by selling all her business interests to the Royal Dutch 

Shell Company Ltd giving rise to the current Kenya Shell Ltd.

Kenya Shell Ltd currently with a 16.1% market share (PIEA, 2010) owns two large oil ter

minals in Mombasa and Nairobi as well as a depot in Kisumu. It also own aviation sites at 

Jomo Kenyatta International Airports, Moi International Airports Mombasa, Wilson Airport, 

Moi Airbase Easleigh and Malindi Airport. It further owns a Blending Plant for lubes in 

Mombasa. The Royal Dutch Shell Company Ltd manages its business interests in Africa 

under one Umbrella Company called Shell Oil Products Africa (SOPAF). This is then sub

divided into clusters: East, West, South and North Africa clusters. Kenya Shell Ltd falls
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within the East Africa cluster management whose business is managed under different func

tions namely: Retail, Commercial, LPG, Lubricants and Aviation. The company applies both 

a geographical and functional structures in its organization.

Despite the many changes Kenya Shell Ltd has gone through in the recent years ranging 

from acquisitions of Agip (K) Ltd and BP Kenya Ltd to re-organizations at country and re

gional levels as well as sale of its shareholding at KPRL to Essar Reliance of India, it still 

faces several challenges. Some of the major challenges include perceived unfair competition 

from the new entrants and independent oil dealers. The operations of Kenya Shell are still 

complex and sometimes bureaucratic hence resulting to inefficiencies. In the press release of 

1st April 2010 (PIEA, 2010), Royal Dutch Shell Company Ltd announced its intention to 

review ownership options for its downstream businesses in 21 African countries including 

Kenya in line with Shell's strategy to concentrate their global downstream footprint into 

fewer, larger. In further press releases of 21st July 2010, 17th February 2011 and 1st October 

2011, SOPAF announced that they had entered into joint venture agreements with Vitol and 

Helios to form two Pan-African companies for joint acquisition of their African businesses. 

The new joint venture outfit will be called Vivo Energy with a shareholding of 20:40:40 for 

Shell Vitol and Helios respectively. The Vitol Group, founded in Rotterdam, the Nether

lands, in 1966, is the world's largest independent energy trader. Helios Investment Partners 

is a major investment firm focusing on Africa and one of the few independent pan-African 

private equity investment firms to be founded and managed by Africans.

There have been mixed reactions and responses from the staff of the various affected coun

tries in Africa including Kenya mainly with the feeling that their needs and concerns as key 

stakeholders have not been fully incorporated in the change strategy by the Royal Dutch 

Shell. Some of the responses from the various countries include: staff seeking legal redress 

in courts of law, employees engaging in go slow/strikes and others enlisting the support of 

labour bodies in their countries. In Kenya for example, the employees have sought an indus

trial court injunction to stop the sale transaction till the company meets their demands. Con

sequently, the Royal Dutch Shell Management has further responded to the employee con

cerns via a number of strategic options including: facilitating and recognition of staff coun
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cils in the various countries to represent the employee interests in the change process, modi

fication of the original total divesture to partial divesture strategy as well as formation of the 

management team representatives in each country to continuously engage with the local staff 

on a regular basis.

1.2 Statement of the Research Problem

In this era of uncertainty in the business world, the one sure way of lasting competitive 

advantage is knowledge management, yet few organizations understand the true nature of 

the knowledge creating company, let alone how to manage it. There are three fundamental 

reasons supporting the need for a thorough study and research in the area of learning organi

zations. Firstly, the concept of the learning organization being a more recent concept has not 

been widely and rigorously studied and researched upon hence not adopted by many organi

zations. Secondly, some portions of the concept of the learning organization have been ar

gued to be abstract, as they have to do with people transformations. Thirdly, the concept of 

the learning organizations is strongly and closely linked to the concept of change manage

ment which is currently at the heart of every organization that not only desires to succeed 

but also to survive in this uncertain and dynamic global environment. Therefore there is a 

great need for scholars to study more this concept because it proposes the following benefits 

for the organization among others: create superior performance, improve output quality, 

address customer needs, develop an energized and committed workforce, manage change 

effectively, an avenue for realizing the truth, meet the demand of the current and future 

times and help people recognize their interdependence (Heller, 2008; Nonaka, 2008; Senge 

etal, 1994).

The research proposes three main reasons for studying Kenya Shell Ltd. This organization 

is one of the main Multinational players in an industry that continues to undergo market 

transformation within the uncertain, dynamic and unpredictable environment, registering an 

exit of four Multinational companies within the last one decade. Secondly Kenya Shell Ltd 

being the latest multinational in the Kenyan petroleum industry to announce its exit strate

gic move in Kenya provides a live and current case study opportunity not only in the field 

of strategic change management but also the extent to which the concept of learning or
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ganization has been practiced. Thirdly, Royal Dutch Shell has played a significant role 

globally in contributing to the pool of knowledge in the field of the learning organization. 

They are particularly remembered for the development of the concepts of scenario planning 

and the living company (De Geus, 1997; Senge, 1994). Therefore Kenya shell ltd being a 

subsidiary of the Royal Dutch Shell is a relevant case study for the concept of learning or

ganization study in Kenya. Managing strategic change in a dynamic and complex environ

ment requires the organization to become more learningful.

Comparatively very few studies have been done in Kenya in the area of the learning organi

zation concept. The study (Amulyoto, 2002) was with specific reference to donor agencies 

and the findings of this study indicate that although donor agencies are classified as non

competitive firms, they like other organizations manifest some of the features of a learning 

organization. The study (Kirimi, 2006) was specific to private recruitment agencies and this 

study found out that teamwork and communication amongst staff was considered the main 

factors encouraging organizational learning. However distributing and sharing relevant or

ganization information were the factors hindering organizational learning. The study 

(Kangethe, 2007) was specific to the relationship between job satisfaction of employees and 

extent of learning organization among disabled persons in Nairobi. The study revealed that 

most of the firms for disabled persons have embraced the features of a learning organization 

to a moderate extent and that majority of employees were satisfied with their jobs.

There has been no focus on the determination of the extent to which the learning organiza

tion disciplines have been practiced by an organization implementing strategic changes in 

light of uncertainty and dynamic environment in Kenya. Additionally there has been no prior 

empirical research that has explicitly investigated the factors influencing the practices of the 

learning organization disciplines in Kenyan organizations. This study offers to fill this gap 

and provide a suitable avenue in developing an in-depth understanding of the practices of the 

learning organization disciplines in an organization undergoing strategic change manage

ment in Kenya. To what extent has Kenya Shell Ltd practiced the Learning Organization 

disciplines? What factors have influenced learning organization practices at Kenya Shell 

Ltd?
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1.3 Objectives of the Study

The objectives of this study were: -

I. To determine the extent to which the learning organization disciplines have been 

practiced at the Kenya Shell Ltd.

II. To investigate the factors that influences the practices of learning organization disci

plines at Kenya Shell Ltd.

1.4 Significance of the Study

This study will be of benefit to both the academicians and practitioners in the area of strate

gic change management and learning organization. The groups are expected to obtain an 

insight into the extent of practicing the learning organization disciplines in creating an ena

bling environment for change management. The findings will also be diagnostic in pointing 

out the strengths and weaknesses of the organization with respect to the fundamental proc

esses that support learning organization so that the organization can formulate strategic ac

tions to improve the areas of weaknesses and sustain the areas of strengths. The practitioners 

may apply lessons learnt in facilitating strategic change management not only in this organi

zation (the outgoing Kenya Shell Ltd entity and the incoming Shell, Vitol, Helios entity) but 

also for the senior managements in those other organizations undergoing strategic changes. 

Finally, this research will add to the body of knowledge on learning organizations, organiza

tional change and its management, which will be of value to those studying learning organi

zations in Kenya.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Organizations and firms do not exist in vacuum but depend on their environment for both 

inputs and outputs (Burnes, 2004). Over the last decade, enormous, economic, social and 

technological changes of increasing intensity have changed the global business environment. 

Kenyan organizations have not been an exception. According to Marquardt (as cited by 

Basim, Sesen and Korkmazyorek, 2007), the large organizations of the past will begin to 

vanish in the new atmosphere of rapid changes and intense competition. Change is a unique 

concept that is inevitable in the past and today. Consequently in order to adapt them to 

changing environmental conditions and increase their competitive abilities, today’s world 

organizations are in constant process of change and development and managing change is 

their first priority. Therefore organizational transformation needs must be analyzed care

fully, appropriate strategies must be developed and so that the organization can adapt to the 

environmental changes. According to Einstein (as cited by Basin et al, 2007), no problem 

can be solved from the same consciousness that creates it. He further stated that those new 

problems could not be solved with the same structures, mental processes or knowledge that 

was used successfully in the past.

According to Ortenblad (2004), when the world is thought to be a big system, any kind of 

change occurring in the subsystem will influence all other subsystems in a very short time. 

In this atmosphere it seems impossible for organizations to preserve their outdated structures 

and inevitable to transform into a more flexible and adaptive form. However of late Manag

ers have increasingly become aware that the current knowledge, strategies, leadership and 

technology will not succeed in tomorrows market conditions (Basim et al, 2007; Senge, 

1990; Serrat, 2009; Sugarman, 2001). It is clear that organizations have to increase their 

collective learning capacities if they have to live in environment that includes alliances, 

rapid technological and social changes and accelerating competition. Therefore, learning 

organization understanding must become widespread and efforts of transformation to a 

learning organization must be augmented.
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The importance of learning depends on a simple reality that all knowledge, abilities, atti

tudes and behaviors are the result of our learning (Basim et all, 2007). A learning organiza

tion is a dynamic organization that draws a conclusion from its rights and mistakes adapts 

those to the changing environmental conditions in a systematic way, which improves itself 

continually. According to Senge, Roberts, Ross, Smith & Kleiner (1994), one thing that a 

learning organization does well is helping people embrace change. They further argued that 

people in learning organizations react more quickly when the environment changes because 

they know how to anticipate changes that are going to occur. Some of the recent studies on 

learning organizations (Senge et al, 1994; Sugarman, 2001) have argued that the only sus

tainable source of competitive advantage is an organization’s ability to learn faster than its 

competition. In trying to underscore the competitive sustainability of learning, Serrat (2009) 

argues that Learning is the key to success and survival in today’s organizations. Knowledge 

should be continuously enriched through both internal and external learning. For this to hap

pen, it is necessary to support and energize organization, people, knowledge, and technology 

for learning.

2.1.1 Overview of the Learning organization Disciplines

In recent years the concept of the learning organization has received increased attention, 

particularly among consultants and organizational practitioners. There is little opposition to 

the premise that learning organization is a competence that all organizations should develop 

in fast changing and competitive environment (Armstrong and Foley, 2003). The learning 

organization is believed to be essential for survival in a rapidly changing and competitive 

environment (Pedler et al, 1996; Senge, 1990) the greater the environmental uncertainties, 

the greater the need for learning (Agyris, 2003). Effective change does primarily involve 

learning. Carnal (2007), argues that learning in organizations is reflected in the continuous 

changing procedures, policies, behaviors patterns and evolving culture. The terms organiza

tional learning and learning organization have been used interchangeably in the past (Orten- 

blad, 2004). Flowever most writers (Argyris, 1999; Burnes, 2004 and Schon, 1993) have 

attempted to distinguish the two concepts: First, organizational learning is viewed as a proc

ess or set of activities, whereas the learning organization is seen as a form of organization
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Secondly, there is a perception that learning takes place naturally in organizational learning, 

whereas it requires effort to develop a learning organization. Third, the literature on organ

izational learning emerged from academic inquiry, while the literature on the learning or

ganization developed primarily from practice. Lastly, in organizational learning, the focus is 

on individual learners, whereas in the learning organization, it is on learners at the individ

ual, group, and organizational levels.

A number of definitions for a learning organization have been put forward: In 1990, Senge 

defined a learning organization as one in which people continually expand their capacity to 

create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nur

tured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning how 

to learn together. According to Garvin (1993) a learning organization is an organization that 

is skilled at creating, acquiring, and transferring knowledge, and at modifying its behavior to 

reflect new knowledge and insights. Schwandt (1993) defined organizational learning as a 

system of actions, actors, symbols and processes that enables an organization to transform 

information into valued knowledge which in turn increases its long-run adaptive capacity. 

Pedler et al, (1996) defined a learning organization as an organization that facilitates the 

learning of all its members and consciously transforms itself and its context. Senge et al 

(1994), defines learning in organization as the continuous testing of experience, and trans

formations of that experience into knowledge, which is accessible to the whole organization, 

and relevant to its core purpose. Argyris (2003) defines the learning organization as an or

ganization that has the ability to detect and correct errors.

Despite the various definitions there is some consensus in the literature that what constitutes 

the learning organization is its ability to collect and sharing information within and between 

organizations so as to change, transform, adapt and improve performance. According to 

Senge et al (1994), the learning effort leverage in any organization does depend on the peo

ple and not in policies, budgets or organization charts. He claims that of the main reason 

why this concept of learning organization may not have been exploited by many organiza

tions is the fact that it requires organizations to start by shifting their point of orientation 

from outward to inward and emphasize on thinking and interacting. He argues that achieving
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desired results alone today might not necessarily be a sign of learning. Organizations are the 

product of its peoples’ thinking and interaction. He claims that organizational; barriers are 

always created by peoples’ wishes, expectations, beliefs and habits. In the course of time 

these barriers become reinforced as long as they are not challenged and eventually become 

invisible since they are being taken for granted. Therefore learning occurs when the people 

in the organization become conscious of how they think and interact, and begin developing 

capacities to think and interact differently (Linda et al, 2009).

2.1.2 Historical perspective of the Learning organizations

The concept of the learning organization arises out of ideas long held by leaders in organiza

tional development and systems dynamics. One of the specific contributions of organiza

tional development is its focus on the humanistic side of organizations. The developers 

(Senge, 1990; Pedler et al, 1996) of the learning organization concept explain how the idea 

evolved from investigations into businesses' distressingly short life spans. De Geus (1997) 

argued that most commercial organizations are under achievers because of their high mortal

ity rate. He cites that by 1983, a third of the 1970, Fortune 500 companies had either died, 

broken into pieces, acquired or merged with other companies. The reason most businesses 

fail, they argue, is that they conceptualize management in individualistic, rather than in sys

temic terms.

They outline a new leadership approach based on systems thinking in which managers' pri

mary responsibility is to facilitate organizational learning rather than to develop and imple

ment problem-solving strategies. Learning organizations are viewed as part of the evolving 

field of organizational development. The concept of a learning organization allows us to 

imagine organizations as organisms or rather living things that among other things can learn. 

This concept is relatively a recent idea (Senge, 1990; and Pedler et al, 1996). The learning 

organization has emerged in the 1990s time space era to provide the much-needed way out 

for the organizations faced by bureaucratic crisis. According to Pedler et al (1996), today’s 

leaders are experiencing a consciousness shift. Instead of seeking for excellence, they are 

now being coaxed to seek for learning. This is because it’s not enough to achieve excellence
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but rather to stay that way through being flexible, intelligent and responsiveness. He further 

argues that only those organizations whose learning is equal to or greater than the rate of 

change in the environment will survive.

2.2 Learning organization models

Despite the debates by some authors claiming that the Learning Organization is more of a 

vision than a model, various models of learning organizations have been developed based on 

the theoretical roots and perspectives held by different authors. Despite such flexibility, the 

learning organization literature frequently presents frameworks, tool sets, and strategies for 

transformation. Many learning organization authors reviewed here focus on identifying 

characteristics of successful learning organizations and developing conceptual frameworks 

from these examples.

2.2.1 The fifth Discipline model

Senge (1990) outlines the core of the learning organization’s work as based upon five learn

ing disciplines that represented lifelong programs of both personal and organizational learn

ing and practice. He further asserts that these five principles (disciplines) of a learning or

ganization fundamentally distinguish it from all other traditional organizations. He further 

argues that though each of the disciplines’ can be developed separately, but each of them is 

vital in building organizations that can truly learn and can continually enhance their capacity 

to realize their highest aspirations.

The first of the five disciplines is achieving personal mastery. In this discipline individuals 

learn to expand their own personal capacity to create results that they most desire. Employ

ees also create an organizational environment that encourages all fellow employees to de

velop themselves toward the goals and purposes that they desire. Personal mastery depends 

on each person’s personal vision and his/her own freedom of choice. Senge et al (1994), 

argue that organizations do not create visions but rather its people who create visions. Vi

sions don’t become compelling until people are truly committed to them. The challenging
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part is the capacity to see current reality objectively. The integration of the two, vision and 

current reality, inevitably produces the principal of creative tension. Creative tension exists 

when there is a gap between what one really want to create (vision) and what exists today 

(the current reality). Creative tension is not the same as emotional tension. He further advo

cates that organizational climate must strengthen the quest for personal mastery in two ways: 

Continually reinforce the idea that personal quality is truly valued in the organization and to 

the extent that individuals respond, provide the on the job training needed for developing 

personal mastery. He concludes that personal mastery is the bedrock for developing shared 

vision

The second discipline is building a shared vision. This involves individuals building a 

sense of commitment within particular workgroups, developing shared images of common 

and desirable futures, and the principles and guiding practices to support the journey to such 

futures. Senge (1990) outlines the discipline of personal mastery is a prerequisite to effec

tive shared vision. Fulmer and Keys (2009) outlines the features that manifest when a vision 

is shared: people have a similar picture of the vision as it reflects their own personal vision. 

People are committed to one another having that vision. People are connected, bound to

gether by a common aspiration. People are excited; their vision is powered by a common 

deep caring attitude, providing the focus and energy for generative learning. For an organi

zation to build a shared vision, Senge (as cited by Fulmer and Keys, 2009) suggests that 

personal vision should be encouraged, respect for individual freedom to be practiced, a de

liberate move from personal mastery (personal visions) to shared visions, Spread shared 

visions through the processes of enrollment and commitment, not compliance which requires 

flexibility and lastly create synergy by combining shared vision and systems thinking.

The third discipline is shifting mental models. This discipline argues that each individual is 

required to reflect upon, continually clarifying, and improving his or her internal pictures of 

the world, and seeing how they shape personal actions and decisions. Senge (as cited by 

Joni, 2005) argues that whether concerning business, or any other entity, people do not carry 

an organization in their minds but instead images, assumptions, and stories, which are deep

ly held internal images of how, the world works. Mental models are very powerful, shaping
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not only the way people organize information but also what information they hold as well as 

determine the sense they make of information. According to Senge (1990) the following four 

skills are equally pertinent to the business world in helping keep the mental models in check. 

The first one is recognizing leaps of abstraction, secondly exposing the left-hand column 

that is, articulating what people normally do not say, thirdly balancing inquiry and advocacy, 

Fourth, is facing up to distinctions between espoused theories (what we say) and theories-in- 

use (the implied theory in what we do). Fulmer and Keys (2009) suggests that people must 

seek divergent views before developing a convergent conclusion. O’Brien (as cited by 

Sugarman, 2001) recommends a balance of advocacy and inquiry so that mental models are 

exposed and creative decisions are obtained.

Team Learning is the fourth discipline and involves relevant thinking skills that enable 

groups of people to develop intelligence and an ability that is greater than the sum of indi

vidual members' talents. According to Senge (1990), the essence of the team learning disci

pline is collective intelligence and alignment. He therefore argues that team learning is the 

process of aligning and developing the capacity of a team to create the results its members 

truly desire. This discipline builds on the disciplines of shared vision, personal mastery and 

mental models. Alignment in a team context occurs when a group of people function as a 

whole. In most teams, the energies of individual members work at cross-purposes. The fun

damental characteristic of the relatively aligned team is commonality of direction, harmony 

of the individual’s energies, less wasted energy and a resonance or synergy manifestation. 

Senge (1990) recommends that alignment as a precondition to empowering the individuals. 

He advises organizations to start by mastering the practices of dialogue and discussion. Dia

logue involves the free and creative exploration of complex and subtle issues, a deep listen

ing to one another and suspending one’s own views.” Discussion, on the other hand, in

volves presenting and defending one’s views and there is a search for the best view of sup

port decisions that must be made at this time. Through dialogue, a group begins to think like 

a team and not individual winners but champion teams. According to Linda et al (2009) for 

competitive advantage to be attained and sustained, a need exists to collectively learn and 

develop new capabilities and adapt at an increasing speed
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The fifth and most integral discipline is systems thinking which involves a way of thinking 

about, and a language for describing and understanding forces, interdependencies and inter

relationships that shape the behavior of systems. This discipline helps managers and em

ployees alike to see how to change systems more effectively, and to act more in tune with 

the larger processes of the natural and economic world (Sugarman, 2009). According to 

Senge (1990), the essence of the systems thinking discipline is seeing wholes instead of parts 

only. He describes it as a framework for seeing interrelationships rather than things, for see

ing patterns of change rather than static snapshots or events. System thinking involves a 

huge shift in idealism, perspective, and tools for managing an enterprise. The systemic per

spective is one of wholeness, a radical departure from the traditional western tendency to 

break things apart, to fragmentation. It represents a massive shift in management tasks fo

cusing more on developing strategy, shaping visions, designing policy and organizational 

structures. He states that there are two main types of complexities faced by organizations 

today. The first kind of complexity is detail complexity(s linear, sequential, cause-and-effect 

snap shot kind of detail). The second kind of complexity is dynamic complexity. This is 

more about process than tangible product. Its cause and effect are subtle at best and often 

obscure or totally hidden to people. Its structures are the patterns of interrelationships that 

recur frequently. Organizations are usually not very good with dynamic complexity. Accord

ing to Senge (1990), leverage thinking when dealing with dynamic complexity comes from 

looking for circles of causality. This comes from understanding three crucial variables in 

every system: Reinforcing or amplifying feedback, balancing or stabilizing feedback and 

thirdly, delay.

2.2.2 Single-loop and Double-loop models.

Argyris (As cited by Crossam, 2003a) defines organizational learning as a process of detect

ing and correcting errors. An error in this context refers to any feature of knowledge or 

knowing that inhibits learning. Organizational learning may be said to occur whenever there 

is a match between intentions and results or whenever a mismatch is detected and corrected 

(Argyris, 1980; Schon, 1975). There are two types of learning that are necessary in all or

ganizations. The first is single-loop learning: learning that corrects errors by changing rou
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tine behavior. It is incremental and adaptive. A learning process that is corrective or reactive 

in nature usually enables the organization to carry on its present policies or achieve its objec

tives the second is double-loop learning: learning that corrects errors by examining the un

derlying values and policies of the organization. According to Argyris and Schon (as cited 

by Senge, 2003) double loop learning is a learning process that would be capable not only of 

detecting errors but goes further to question the underlying policies and goals as well as its 

own program. This learning process is a more comprehensive inquiry of what has happened. 

Double-loop learning is rare in most organizations. Unless the leaders behave consistently 

with double-loop learning whenever it requires courage to do so, double-loop learning will 

not be credible (Argyris, 2001).

People hold two kinds of theories of action (Crossam, 2003b). First is the theory that they 

are aware of and report, this we call their espoused theory. Second is the theory they hold 

that can be determined by observing their behavior; this we call their theory-in-use. Accord

ing to Argyris (1980) Model 1 (Espoused theory vs. Theory in-use) assumptions state that 

people have theories that they use to plan and carry out their actions. However (Argyris, 

1982) few people are aware that they do not use the theories they explicitly espouse, and 

even fewer are aware of those they do use. If people are unaware of the propositions they 

use, then it appears that they design for themselves private assumptions that are not genu

inely self-corrective. Thus they are prisoners of their own theories. Research (Fulmer and 

Keys, 2009) has shown that Model I (the theory in use) is the same all over the world. Model 

I, would not be different across cultures, between men and women, whites and blacks, young 

and old, well-educated and illiterate as well as the wealthy and the poor. This is attributed to 

the fundamentals of Model I come from both individual and organizational routine defen

siveness. There are four basic values that people who operate by Model I assumptions al

ways seem to strive to satisfy and that govern their behavior. They are to define in their own 

terms the purpose of the situation in which they find themselves, to win, to suppress their 

own and others' feelings, and lastly to emphasize the intellectual and deemphasize the emo

tional aspects of problems. To satisfy these governing variables, Argyris (2001) argues that 

people tend to use unilateral behavioral strategies such as advocating a position and simulta

neously controlling others in order to win that position, controlling the tasks to be done, and
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secretly deciding how much to tell people and how much is to be distorted, usually to save 

somebody's face. He cautions managers not to forget to inquire into what other people think, 

not just advocate their views. He recommends that decision-making should be free of “po

litical paint,” that is, self-interest

One possible model that has been recently suggested that would lead to consequences that 

are the opposite of Model I is Model II (Argyris, 1993; Argyris, 1999; Crossam, 2003b 

Schon, 1993 ;). The governing variables of Model II are valid information, free and in

formed choice, and internal commitment. On the other hand, the behavior required to satisfy 

these values is not the opposite of Model I. Model II does not reject the need to be articulate 

and precise about one's purposes. However, it does reject the unilateral control that usually 

accompanies advocacy. Model II couples articulateness and advocacy with an invitation to 

others to confront one's views and possibly to alter them in order to reach a position that is 

based on the most valid information possible and to which everyone involved can become 

internally committed. This means the individual (in Model II) is skilled at inviting double

loop learning. The behavioral strategies of Model II involve sharing power with anyone who 

has competence and who is relevant in deciding or implementing an action. According to 

Crossan (2003b) the ultimate goal of model II is to help individuals unfreeze and alter their 

theories of action so that they, acting as agents of the organization, will be able to unfreeze 

the organizational systems that also inhibit double-loop learning

2.2.3 The E-Flow or Energy flow model of the Learning Company.

Pedler et al (1996), defines a learning organization as an organization that facilitates the 

learning of all its members and consciously transforms itself and its context. According to 

this theory, the learning company is modeled around 11 characteristics: A learning approach 

to strategy, participative policymaking, Use of information technology as an empowerment 

tool, formative accounting controls, internal exchange, reward flexibility, enabling struc

tures, boundary workers as environmental scanners, Inter-company learning, a learning cli

mate and self development opportunities for all
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According to Pedler et al (1996), energy flow in series of double-loops, inform of informa

tion, resources, consciousness and attention that built up the E-Flow model. He proposes that 

that the eleven practices are all integrated into four fundamental processes: Operations, Pol

icy, Ideas and Action. The double-loop energy flows between operations and action involves 

the skill of managing, between policy and operations involves directing, between action and 

ideas involves learning and between ideas and policy involves participating The four proc

esses facilitate both individual and collective learning in a learning organization. Pedler et al 

(1996) describes the E-Flow model as a balanced interaction of the four fundamental proc

esses consisting of the eleven practices. In figure 1 below its represented by the two pairs of 

double-loops together giving four figures of eight with the horizontal flows of ideas and 

action at the individual level joined with the collective flow of policy and operations by an 

inner focused flow between ideas and policy and the flow between action and operations 

which is more outer facing.

Pedler et al (1996) proposes that organizations can use the E-Flow model to check the status 

of each of the four processes. He prescribes that either biases or blocks or both can cause 

Learning disabilities in organizations. He explains that biases occur when one or more of the 

four (policy, operations, ideas and action. Blocks on the other hand occur when the free flow 

of information and feedback around the double-loops is blocked and interrupted. He further 

states that there are 14 possible biases and eight important blocks in an E-Flow model when 

mapped. He concludes by asserting that the E-Flow model does not only provide a means of 

interpreting the idea of a learning organization but also provides a conscious diagnostic 

framework to embrace member’s observations and evidence including intuition to make 

judgments on possible cause of action in the company.
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Figure 1: The E-Flow model o f the Learning Company. Source: Pedler et al(1996) page 

117

2.2.4 The three I’s learning-cycle.
There are three conditions or steps necessary for organizations to learn. According to 

Townsend and Gebhardt, (2001), the three I’s or learning cycle consists of three processes 

in sequence: Investigate Identify and Institutionalize. The first step is of investigating situa

tions involves actives efforts employed by people in organizations to investigate areas of 

concern. The second step involves identifying failures and discovering successful options 

to address the problem areas. The third step involves institutionalizing the lessons so that it 

becomes a way of life (This is done by capturing the knowledge and encouraging everyone 

to try the new things). Towsend and Gebhardt (2001) argues that it’s only when the knowl

edge reaches the third stage (institutionalizing) does new behavior occur on predictable ba

sis hence a basis for the next improvement. The cycle is then repeated
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According to Townsend and Gebhardt, (2001), the three I’s model has been adopted and 

used successfully by the US Army, General Electric, Motorola, Harley Davidson and Amo

co among others. The model proposes the use of an after-action review practice for organi

zations after significant experience or task. This is a professional discussion of an event, 

focused on performance standards, that enables employees to discover for themselves what 

happened, why it happened and how to sustain strengths and improve on weaknesses. The 

tool provides a forum for participants to investigate a situation and a problem-solving proc

ess designed to help the people and units identify strengths and weaknesses, propose solu

tions and adopt a course of action to ensure effective behavior in the future. He argues that 

the success of this tool is based on the premise that the employees know that the organiza

tion will not only follow the outcome of the review but also that the lessons identified are 

passed to a common database for use by other departments and units.

In the present world where the rate of change is greater than the rate of learning in many 

organizations, it’s suicidal to leave information to flow among the few, particularly the top 

in the organization (Pedler et al, 1996). Towsend and Gebhardt, (2001) proposes that senior 

management in organizations have to deliberately surrender their stranglehold of informa

tion and ideas flow for learning to take place at all the three stages. He argues that cohesion 

through learning will occur when the staff belief that communication is open, focus will be 

on performance rather than motivation and that each opinion, memories and ideas will be 

welcomed. This environment will facilitate everyone to honestly discuss what happened in 

detail and clarity so that all can understand what did and did not occur as well as why. He 

concludes by proposing that direct involvement in discussions by individuals during the 

three stages so as to increase the individual’s motivation to accept the agreed-to lessons and 

change behavior in the future Institutionalization stage will be less difficult if the identifica

tion of lessons and communication of the same to the people is diligent. The major benefit of 

the three I’s learning cycle is its synergistic effect where ideas are built on one on another. 

From large or small organizations both can use the model irrespective of the size. However 

(Townsend and Gebhardt, 2001) without a well-crafted plan to for investigating what is 

going on, identifying successes and failures and ensuring that the improvements become 

way of life, the organization will be courting a disaster.
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In 1993, Garvin stated that learning organizations are not built overnight. He argued that 

most successful examples are the products of carefully cultivated attitudes, commitments, 

and management processes that have accrued slowly and steadily over time. Garvin (1993) 

and Serrat (2009) developed a summary of what he called the building blocks of a Learning 

Organization: First, Learning Environment and Culture: The first component represents the 

culture and environment created by the organization and consists of 3 elements: Climate for 

learning which is the degree to which people feel able to take interpersonal risks such as 

asking for help, raising concerns, discussing failures. The second element is valuing differ

ences, which is the extent to which people genuinely welcome and use differences (demo

graphic, opinion, expertise; tenure) that people bring to the workplace. The third element is 

openness to new ideas, which is the extent to which new, or minority views are welcome.

The second building block, he argues is the learning processes which represents the struc

tures and learning processes used within the organization’s social institution and consists of 

5 elements: The first element is experimentation which implies that the organization sup

ports and conducts experiments (actions taken for which outcomes are understood to be 

uncertain). The second element is information collection that requires that the organization 

to have systematic procedures for obtaining relevant information from varied sources. The 

third element is analysis that means the organization has systematic procedures for analyzing 

information to develop implications and understanding. The fourth element is education and 

training which requires that the organization offers and supports formal education and train

ing. The fifth and last element is information transfer requiring that the organization have 

systematic procedures for sharing relevant information across employees.

The third block is leadership for Learning, which refers to the leadership put in place within 

the organization. It reflects the extent to which the leaders of the organization (unit) commu

nicate that they value and support learning (in the form of the behaviors through which 

learning occurs). Leaders serve as designers, stewards and teachers, who are responsible for 

building organizations where people grow and develop their capabilities (Senge, 1990).

2.2.5 The Building Blocks of Learning Organizations
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The concept of the learning organization and detailed procedures for its development have 

been available for some considerable time through populist writers (Argyris, 2003; Pedler et 

ai, 1996;Senge, 1990; Senge et al. 1994; Schon 1993) but also through a wealth of academic 

articles and books. However, although both practitioners and research scholars contend that 

the learning organization is a significant construct and an important determinant of organiza

tional outcomes, this concept is still not well researched according to Heraty and Morley, 

1995(as cited by Poon and Amin, 2001). They further argued that, there is little consensus 

regarding its definition, conceptualization, and measurement method. This lack of conver

gence on a definition and operationalization may be one reason for the paucity of systematic 

empirical research in this area.

The concept of the learning organization has been influenced both positively and negatively 

by various factors at play ranging from theoretical framework of the learning organization 

models to their implementation. Cyert and March (as cited in Poon and Amin, 2001) argued 

that in order to maintain performance in organizations the ability of the organization to learn 

from experience by establishing a cause and effect relationship between action and result 

(Garvin, 1993; Pedler et al, 1996) is being obstructed by time lags between action and result 

is fundamental. Some of the learning cycles in organizations are incomplete because of per

sonnel turnover and ongoing Changes in organizations; new priorities arise which obstruct 

the cycle of learning. The implementation of the learning organization models faces chal

lenges because the practices are highly dependent on the human being, which apparently is 

subjective and unpredictable. Senge (1990) claims that the fact that an organization imple

ments the learning organization disciplines does not necessarily produce the desired results. 

For example, as more people get involved in creating a shared vision, several impediments 

may arise: Growth of diversity of visions may grow until it reduces the clarity of vision and 

also exceeds the organization’s capacity to harmonize diversity as well. Third, there is also 

the potential discouragement if the people feel unable to bring a vision into reality hence 

unable to hold the creative tension. Fourth, the demands (current reality is too much) over

whelm people; they lose focus on the vision. Sixth, when people forget their connection to 

one another, they stop asking, what they really want to create and they may begin proselytiz

2.3 Factors influencing Learning organizations
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ing members toward their point of view rather than continuing the visioning process as a 

joint inquiry. In 2009, Ashour summed up the issues and problems of the learning organiza

tion: Whereas most organization have their visions towards having the organizations turning 

wholehearted to the cultivation of the learning of their members, but those in charge of or

ganizations will usually be dictated by the long-term growth and sustainability of their en

terprise. Since the targets for profitability are too high and time horizons too short, the con

ditions are hardly conducive to building a learning organization. Secondly, sophistication 

and disposition, the argument is that the people to whom the discipline is addressed to usu

ally do not have the disposition or theoretical tools to follow it through. The third factor is 

politics and vision. There is not a consideration of questions of social justice, democracy 

and exclusion in most Learning organization models.

Despite the fact that the learning organization concept is pretty new and recent and hence not 

adopted by many organizations, the complexities, crises and need for survival facing many 

businesses and organizations today is compelling them to undergo a paradigm shift. Accord

ing to Capra (1986), a paradigm is a constellation of concepts, values, perceptions and prac

tices shared by a community which forms a particular vision of reality that is a basis of the 

way the community organizes itself. Horst (1995), argues that when an organizations are 

faced with complexities, they normally adopt several strategies to redeem themselves. How

ever for those who may not die in the process, only end up accepting a mindset shift when a 

clear failure of the status quo, which cannot be, rationalized way (crisis) sets in. According 

to Horst (1995), all organizations generally go through an ecocycle stages: strategic man

agement, consolidation, crisis confusion, charismatic leadership, creative networks, choice 

and innovation. With the exception of those organizations that actually fail within the stages, 

most are now being compelled to recreate themselves (people rethink what they seek to 

achieve, with whom and how therefore recreating the organization).
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Research Design

This was a case study of Kenya Shell Ltd. The study targeted to an account of learning or

ganization practices at Kenya Shell Ltd in relation to the various dimensions of the learning 

organization model. The case study drew its accounts not only by interviewing senior man

agers in the organization but also review of the various relevant documents, references and 

existing information sources in order to gain a wealthy insight into the sources of the appar

ent extent of the practices of a learning organization at Kenya Shell ltd.

This was on the basis that a case study allows for an in-depth exploration of the concept, 

facilitates a rich understanding of the organization that is being studied and has the ability of 

a qualitative research to capture the real-life context within which events take place and to 

capture the essence of events, especially as they unfold (Burnes, 2004). However in 1989, 

Eisenhardt (as cited by Kinuu, 2007) outlined the limitations of the case study methodology 

in comparison to quantitative research methodologies on two major issues, reliability or 

replicability and external validity. Despite these stated limitations, Kenya Shell Ltd being a 

major player in the petroleum industry in Kenya, provided a study case close to the study of 

organizations that: are responding to the dynamic environmental uncertainty by formulating 

and implementing strategic decisions which require learning organization principles as a 

leverage to better manage the global change strategy such as divestments.

3.2 Data Collection

Primary data was collected in this study. Primary data was collected through personal inter

views to top management and business line managers in all the departments and business 

units (Supply and Distribution, Finance and Accounting, Human Resource, Commercial, 

Retail, Legal Affairs, Information and Technology, Aviation, and Terminal Operations). The 

interview guide was adopted from Dimensions of the Learning Organization Questionnaire 

(DLOQ), which is grounded in principles and concepts derived from the learning organiza

tions theory (Marsick and Watkins, 2003). The interview guide provided a comprehensive
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assessment of the learning culture in seven dimensions: Continuous Learning, Inquiry and 

dialogue, collaboration and team learning, Embedded systems, Empowerment, System con

nections and Leadership. The Interviewer on the basis of each respondent’s answers re

corded the responses. This method provided an opportunity to clarify the questions to the 

respondents.

Section A and section I was applied to all the respondents, while the other sections was 

selectively applied to the respondents depending on the relevancy of the dimension of the 

construct to the department or business unit. The completed interview guide was subjected 

to both field and central office edit. The editing process involved checking for completeness, 

legibility, consistency, uniformity and comprehensibility. The responses were further coded 

by assigning numerals to the various responses for ease of categorization.

3.3 Data Analysis

The responses were categorized into the various learning dimensions for analysis. (Continu

ous Learning, Inquiry and dialogue, collaboration and team learning, Embedded systems, 

Empowerment, System connections and Leadership). Content analysis was used in the anal

ysis for each dimension. The theme for factors influencing learning was: knowledge of 

learning organizations, Parent company strategies & goals, Personnel turnover, Overwhelm

ing current reality and demands, Lack of clarity of the vision and Politics & power play. The 

content was then compared to determine the extent to which it collaborates and/or contra

dicts. Findings were then summarized into a report and conclusions made.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEACH FINDINGS AND DISCISSION

4.1 Learning Organization Practices at Kenya Shell Limited

The research sought to determine the extent to which learning organization disciplines are 

practiced at Kenya Shell Limited and to establish the factors influencing the learning or

ganization practices. A learning organization is one that learns continuously and transforms 

itself. Learning is a continuous, strategically used process, integrated with and running par

allel to work. The research guide was based on a comprehensive assessment of the learning 

culture in seven dimensions: Continuous Learning, Inquiry and dialogue, collaboration and 

team learning, Embedded systems, Empowerment, System connectedness and Leadership

The study established that the learning organization disciplines are well integrated into the 

organization corporate policies. It was further established that the learning organization 

disciplines are well articulated in the organization strategy. This is mainly driven by the 

fact that the Kenya Shell ltd organization receives its strategic guidance from the Group 

(Royal Dutch Shell group of companies) as part of its standardization and benchmarking 

fundamentals.

4.1.1 Continuous Learning.

Continuous learning is the first dimension of a learning organization. According to this di

mension, Opportunities for ongoing education and growth are provided; learning is de

signed into work so that people can learn on the job (Marsick and Watkins, 2003). The sys

tems, procedures and practices supporting and demonstrating continuous learning at Kenya 

Shell Ltd are compared to what the learning organization theoretical framework supposes 

in the table below;

Characteristics of Continuous Continuous Learning Practices at Kenya Shell

Learning in a Learning Organiza- Ltd.

tion
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• According to Marsick and Wat- « Change of job roles both cross functional

kins (2003), continuous learning transfers and cross geographical locations

is supported by organization cul- transfers for instance transfers at expatriate

ture that help staff to learn from level have been great sources of exposure to

each other, take time to support continuous learning within the organization

learning and be rewarded for in terms of embracing different cultures,

learning. mental models, aspirations, how people think

• Organization’s systems creates a and interact as well as technological and so-

climate which people feel able to cial changes in other departments, countries

take interpersonal risks such as as well as regions.

asking for help, raising concerns, • Use of Shell Open University in administra-

discussing failures (Garvin, 1993 tion of trainings and development programs.

and Serrat, 2009). This is a global e-learning facility linking all

• The organization offers and sup- subsidiary countries of the Shell Royal Dutch

ports formal education and train- Company. The various training, competency

ing (Senge, 1990). and development programs, courses and ma-

• According to Pedler et al (1996) terials are established by a central global

the learning company is modeled human resource team and availed via the fa-

around a learning approach to cility at a subsidized cost. The mode of learn-

strategy, a learning climate and ing varies from individual intranet access,

self development opportunities virtual sessions and group face to face ses-

for all. sions locations. Refer to Figure 2 below.

• According to Senge (1990), the • From interviews ‘Learning from Incident’

first discipline of the fifth disci- program practiced across the businesses in all

pline model is achieving per- countries and managed centrally through an

sonal mastery where Employees enterprise system within the global organiza-

also create an organizational en- tion intranet as one of most influential source

vironment that encourages all of continuous learning. The program is such

fellow employees to develop that all incidents affecting people, assets, en-

themselves toward the goals and vironment and company reputation (un-

purposes that they desire wanted occurrences) from each business site
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are shared via bulletins to the entire staff 

countrywide, region wise as well as globally 

including the lessons learnt from their inves

tigations. The same reports are fed into the 

intranet site where all staff has access for ref

erence purposes. The manager argues that 

this system provides opportunity for staff not 

only to increase their capacity but also to 

challenge their own procedures, policies, and 

way of doing things, beliefs and behavior 

patterns. They further claimed that this 

source of learning ensured information was 

not limiting to a few employees but to all 

hence institutionalizing organizational learn

ing and memory. Refer to Figure 3 below 

• The other source of continuous learning 

found at Kenya Shell Ltd is the bench mark

ing of results and best practice sharing strat

egy. They explained that at defined frequen

cies such as monthly, each business unit or 

function would have a session with their staff 

to share the business results. On a quarterly 

level the consolidated business results would 

be shared at a country level, and then esca

lated to cluster, regional and finally global 

levels. In each of the sessions, learning’s, 

best practices and initiatives would be high

lighted. This according to the managers has 

provided enormous information for learning 

purposes and also challenged people both at 

individual and group levels to always review
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their practices, compare with others and 

make adjustments as necessary

Figure 2: The SOPAF Learning from Incidents for sharing. Source:

https://sww.shell.com/op/africa (March, 22 2012) and the training and Learning opportu

nities Source : https://sww-opef7university.shell.com (Jan, 15 2012)

From the content analysis and comparisons for the dimension of continuous learning, the 

findings were that the organization has a system of cross functional and cross geographical 

locations transfers for the people, a virtual e-learning facility, a system for sharing of best 

practices and lessons from past incidents as well as the bench marking concept to facilitate 

continuous learning. However it was found that the organization’s systems do not fully 

support continuous formal education and trainings outside the organizations e-facility. 

Therefore to a large extent the learning organization disciplines within the dimension of

continuous learning are practiced in the organization.

Training
Module

Train
ing Du
ration

Notifica
tion of
Needs

Mode of Train
ing

Feedback
/monitori

ng Venue Month

Shore Offi
cer Course 5 days

Depart
ments
identifies
attendees

Face to Face 
workshop

Trainer
and
Course
Assess
ment

Mo-
rocco/C
ape
Verde

Ju-
ly/Nov

Oil Spill 
Prepared
ness & Re
sponse 
Course 2 days

Depart
ments
identifies
attendees

Face to Face 
workshop

Trainer
and
Course
Assess
ment

Tuni-
sia/Mad
agascar

April/
May

Multimedia
Facilities
Training

self
study

Depart
ments
identifies
attendees

Personal admini
stration via CD 8 
pack

CDS is an 
assess
ment of 
the candi
date Locally

within
2012

Storage & 
Handling 
Module B1 3 days

Nomina
tion by 
each 
country

Face to Face 
workshop

Trainers
and
Course
Assess
ment Virtual July

Storage & 
Handling 2 days

Nomina
tion by

Face to Face 
workshop

Trainers
and Virtual Dec
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Module B2 each
country

Course
Assess
ment

Supply &
Trading
Workshop 2 days

Nomina
tion by 
each 
country

On-line assign- 
ments& Face to 
Face sessions

Trainer
and
Course
Assess
ment Kenya March

Apply Ef
fective 
Manage
ment of 
HSSE Risk 5 days

Nomina
tion by 
each de
partment

On-line via Shell 
Open University- 
SOU codes 
are:00000000118
5/6

On-line
course
assess
ment Virtual Aug

Barrier
Thinking 5 days

Nomina
tion by 
each de
partment

On-line via Shell 
Open University- 
SOU codes 
are:00000000118 
7

On-line
course
assess
ment Virtual Nov

Figure 3: The Supply and Distribution Department Training Plan. Source: https ://sww- 

oyemmiversitv, shell, com (Jan, 15 2012)

Below are a list of incident learnings -  please share them with contractor staff; use them 
in toolbox talks and as practical examples when raising HSSE awareness amongst staff

Safety (General) Environment (Soills/LOPCs)

□ Avoid being struck by lightning no longer 
available

□ 2009 Safety Day Checklist

□ Excavation fatality no longer available

□ Man killed at service station Security

□ Bitumen incident Killing at service station

□ Bogus scaffolding □ Murder at Shell service station

□ Crane accident
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□ Explosion during demolition work

□ Fatal scaffold collapse

□ Injury: Missing scaffold handrail

□ How NOT TO work at heights

Safety (Road Transport )

Pedestrian killed

□ One mobile phone call too many! 
Pedestrian killed when struck by con
tractor vehicle

□ Fire after truck collision

□ Gedarif Sudan Incident

Figure 4: The SOPAF Learning from Incidents for sharing. Source:

https://sww. shell, com/oy/africa (March, 22 2012)

4.1.2 Dialogue and Inquiry.

Dialogue and Inquiry is the second dimension of a learning organization. In this case the 

organizational culture supports questioning, feedback, and experimentation; people gain 

productive reasoning skills to express their views and the capacity to listen and inquire 

Into the views of others (Marsick and Watkins, 2003). The systems, procedures and prac

tices supporting and demonstrating Dialogue and Inquiry at Kenya Shell Ltd are compared 

to what the learning organization theoretical framework supposes in the table below;

Characteristics of Dialogue 

and Inquiry in a Learning Or

ganization

Dialogue and Inquiry Practices at Kenya Shell 

Ltd.

• The systems of the organiza

tion provides avenues for 

provision of open feedback 

,where one can ask what oth

ers think and facilitates 

spending time building trust 

( Marsick and Watkins,

There are three main avenues commonly used by the 

organization to promote the culture of questioning 

and feedback by the staff;

• The major avenue is the annual employee sur

veys coordinated by the human resource depart

ment to collect views, feelings and suggestions 

of staff touching on the various organizational
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2003), aspects. The survey instrument is administered

• Organization’s systems ere- via the company intranet and maintains anonym-

ates a climate that values dif- ity of the staff (Figure 4). The staff responses are

ferences to the extent that the analyzed and an action plan drawn to address the

firm genuinely welcome and key concern areas. The action plan is then com-

use differences that people municated to the staff as a form of feedback

bring to the workplace. from the survey.

Openness to new ideas in- • The individual and business unit goal setting,

eluding minority views performance and appraisal systems is seen as one

(Garvin, 1993 and Serrat, other avenue where the staff get opportunity to
2009). question, challenge and feedback how things are

• According to Argyris (1980) done in the organization. At the start of the year

a learning organization rec- all staff are given generic organization goals and

ognizes the existence of objectives upon which they have to customize

Model 1 (Espoused theory their own (Figure 5). There is a forth and back

vs. Theory in-use). However engagements during this process with the man-

it emphasizes the adoption of agement and shareholders. At the end of the pre-

Model II which couples ar- scribed interval and finally at the end of the year

ticulateness and advocacy during appraisals and reviews, each staff gain

with an invitation to others to engages their supervisors in forth and back en-

confront one's views and gagements to achieve consensus on the results.

possibly to alter them in or- Consequently staff views and feedback are in-

der to reach a position that is corporated into the organization processes such

based on the most valid in- as following year goals, targets, procedures, re-

formation possible and to organizations and structural changes.

which everyone involved can • Face to face engagements with staff via meetings

become internally commit- usually provide a session to staff to ask questions

ted. and answers on all areas of concern. This mainly

• The third discipline is shift- occurs during the annual remuneration survey

ing mental models. For an and reward results presentation by the Human

organization to keep the resource department and whenever a global or
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mental models in check, they regional leadership team member visits the coun-

should recognize leaps of ab- try.

straction, secondly exposing • However from the interviews, it became appar-
the left-hand column, thirdly ent that the organization provides limited room
balancing inquiry and advo- for experimentation by the staff at a country lev-
cacy, Fourth, is facing up to el. This is in light of the fact the organization

distinctions between es- provides for experimentation of ideas at the very
poused theories and theories- top level globally via the Research and develop-
in-use (Senge et al, 1994). ment team and expects only what has been ap

proved to be cascaded downwards in order to 

maintain standardization.

Figure 5: The Shell People Survey Questionnaire guidance for 2012. Source: 

https ://s\vw. shell, com (May, 23 2012 and the business goal setting and objectives program. 

Source : https://sww-openuniver.sitv. shell, com (Jan, 15 2012)

From the content analysis of the dimension of Inquiry and dialogue, the findings were that 

the organization utilizes the systems of employee annual surveys, business units’ goal set

ting and appraisal system as well as the routine staff engagements with senior managers to 

achieve balance between inquiry and advocacy. However the aspect of experimentation 

was found to be limited as well as systems to support application of model II which couples 

articulateness and advocacy with an invitation to others to confront one's views and possi

bly to alter them. Therefore to a medium extent the learning organization disciplines within 

the dimension of Inquiry and dialogue are practiced in the organization.

Shell People Survey 2012: “Speak Your Mind”

QUESTIONS SPS 2012 Interpretation

Q1 Clear link between my work and the organization’s objectives

organization = 

BID

Q2 I feel well informed about what is expected in my job Regional Team
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Q3 My job makes good use of my skills and abilities BID

Q4 The information I need to do my job is readily available BID

Q5 When changes are made, communications are handled well BID

Q6 Come up with new and better ways of doing things BID

Q7 Free to speak my mind without fear of negative consequences Regional Team

Q8 Opportunity to grow and develop at company Shell

Q9 Given a real opportunity to improve my skills in this organization BID

Q10 I am able to balance my work and my personal life Regional Team

Q11 Level of work pressure is acceptable Regional Team

Q12 I have the necessary tools and equipment to do my job Regional Team

Q13 How do you rate your total benefits program? Shell Group

Q14 How do you rate the amount of pay you get for your job? Regional Team

Q15 How do you rate the organization in providing job security? BID

Q16 Satisfied with your involvement in decisions that affect work? BID

Q17 Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job? BID

Q18 People I work with cooperate to get the job done BID

Q19 Good collaboration across organizational boundaries BID

Q20 No compromise on agreed quality in order to meet other targets Regional Team

Q21 Team uses external information to drive improvements Regional Team

Q22 Decisions get made without undue delay BID

Q23 Continuously improve processes for simplicity and speed BID

Q24 We learn from the best practices of others BID

Figure 6: The Shell People Survey Questionnaire guidance for 2012. Source: 

https://sww. shell, com (May, 23 2012
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Goals and Performance Appraisal Form 2012
Name: Designation..... .............

1. Business Goals

Create 3-5 goals, breaking them down into sub-goals if they are large, that will 

Contribute to the achievement of the business goals for your organization. 

These should be written in SMART format.

KEY DELIVERABLES Measures Review Comments.

Health Safety, Security and Environment 
Plan: 20% weight

Customer Service: 10% weight

Business plan and Growth: 25% weight

Cost Management: 10%

Capex&Project Management: 10% weight

Competency, Talent &People develop
ment. 15% weight

Demonstrate Leadership: 10% weight

2. Individual Development Goals (10%).

Record your Development Goals for the next year.

K E Y  D E L IV E R A B L E S Q U A N T IT A  T IV E  M E A S U R E S

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

3. Overall Performance Summary

This summary reflects a consensus between you and your supervisor on your

Overall performance. It should include comments about the behaviors that have 
been

Displayed in the achievement of your goals and agreed IPF._______________
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Next level Supervisor or Manager Comments

If feedback or comments are given by the Supervisor’s supervisor or Line

Manager, record them here. This is optional.

Figure 7; The Individual Goals and Performance Appraisal Template for 2012. Source:

https ://sw\v.shell, com (Jan, 15 2012)

4.1.3 Collaboration and Team Learning

Collaboration and Team Learning is the third dimension of a learning organization. Work 

is designed to use teams to access different modes of thinking; collaboration is valued by 

the culture and rewarded; teams are expected to learn by working together. (Marsick and 

Watkins, 2003). The systems, procedures and practices supporting and demonstrating Col

laboration and Team Learning at Kenya Shell Ltd are compared to what the learning or

ganization theoretical framework supposes in the table below;

Characteristics of Collaboration 

and Team Learning in a Learn

ing Organization

Collaboration and Team Learning Practices at 

Kenya Shell Ltd.

• The organization is designed 

such that people have freedom 

to adapt team goals, revise 

their thinking with information 

received from the teams and 

act on their team recommenda

tions (Marsick and Watkins, 

2003).

• Organization’s systems create

Some of the forums that the organization uses to 

achieve both team learning and collaboration are;

• Cross functional workshops (Figure 2) mostly 

brings staff from various functions, countries 

and regions for a number of days to learn and 

engage in an in depth on a given subject such 

as project management. The forum will not on

ly facilitate in depth learning from a subject 

expert but also provide room foe the partici-
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a climate that ensures openness pants to challenge their own ideologies, prac-

to new ideas including minor- tices, beliefs and way of doing things. The fo-

ity views from its people rum also provides a pool from which future

(Garvin, 1993 and Serrat, projects teams are drawn to handle various pro-

2009). jects.

• An organization which builds a • Safety days (Figure 6) are structured annual

shared vision, involves indi- forums where staff from all functions within a

viduals building a sense of given site meet together and in groups spend a

commitment within particular whole day to reflect on their past safety related

workgroups, developing shared experiences, challenge on the current safety is-

images of common and desir- sues and draw commitments for the future.

able futures, and the principles • Away day is a structured annual event organ-
and guiding practices to sup- ized by each business function where the staffs
port the journey to such futures spend a number of days away from work in an
(Senge, (1990). agreed venue such as resort or hotel. The fo-

• According to Senge (1990), the rum provides the staff with opportunity to

essence of the team learning brain storm on various business and soft people

discipline is collective intelli- issues, engage in team building activities as

gence, group alignment, func- well as fun activities.

tioning as a whole, commonal- • On boarding programme is a forum for staff
ity of direction, harmony of the that has joined the organization recently from
individual’s energies, less various countries but within a give function to

wasted energy and a resonance meet centrally with the leadership team for in

or synergy manifestation. depth orientation for a number of days. The 

program facilitates working in teams, learning 

from one another’s experiences and drawing 

alignments among the various teams.

Figure 8: The Supply and Distribution Department Training Plan. Source: https://sww- 

opeminiversity. shell, com (Jan, 15 2012)
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From the content analysis of the learning dimension of collaboration and team learning, the 

findings were that the organization mainly uses cross functional workshops, safety days, 

away days and the on boarding programs to implement the strategy of collaboration and 

team learning in the organization. However programs for facilitating teams to adopt good 

ideas from the minority and harnessing group alignment, functioning as a whole and syn

ergy manifestation was found to be limited mainly attributed to the functionalization and 

size of the organization. Therefore to a medium extent the learning organization disciplines 

within the dimension of Collaboration and Team Learning are practiced in the organization.

SAFETY DAY THEME: Time for Safety;

Agenda;

1. Welcome and Opening Comments

2. Introduction and Messages from Leaders

3. Group Safety Day Film

4. Discussion on Group Safety Day Film

5. Recognition and awards

6. Reflection, Commitment and Personal Action Planning

7. Refreshments

Venue Leader

Head office Nairobi Vice President East, North and South Africa

Mombasa Terminal East Africa Depot Operations Manager

Nairobi Terminal East Africa Retail Manager

Western Kenya East Africa Commercial Manager

JKIA Human Resource Manager

Wilson Airport Legal affairs Manager

Figure 9: The Safety Day Program/schedule for June 20th 2012. Source:

https://sww. shell, com (June, 15 2012)
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4.1.4 Embedded Systems

Embedded Systems is the fourth dimension of a learning organization. Necessary systems 

to share learning are created, maintained, and integrated with work; employees have access 

to these high- and low-technology systems (Marsick and Watkins, 2003). The systems, 

procedures and practices supporting and demonstrating Embedded Systems at Kenya Shell 

Ltd are compared to what the learning organization theoretical framework supposes in the 

table below;

Characteristics of Embedded Sys

tems in a Learning Organization

Embedded Systems 

Practices at Kenya Shell Ltd.

• Marsick and Watkins (2003), 

argues that an organization that 

create measurement systems, 

makes its lessons learned avail

able to all its people and Meas

ure the results of training from 

the lessons learned.

• The organization has systematic 

procedures for obtaining relevant 

information from varied sources, 

analyzing the information to de

velop implications and under

standing (Garvin, 1993 and Ser- 

rat, 2009).

• According to Townsend and 

Gebhardt, (2001), the three I’s or 

learning cycle consists of three 

processes in sequence: Investi

gate Identify and Institutionalize.

• According to Pedler et al (1996)

From the interviews, there are four main proc

esses the organization uses to integrate the past 

experiences into the existing systems;

• The organization uses audit and assurance 

process (Figure 7) covering both specific ar

eas such as safety audits and quality audits as 

well as general business audits not only to 

identify weak and non compliant areas for 

remediation but also strong areas and good 

practices for reinforcement.

• The process of ‘Learning from Incident’ 

(Figure 3) which ensures that all incidents 

affecting people, assets, environment and 

company reputation (unwanted occur- 

rences)across the businesses in all countries 

are investigated by cross functional teams, 

lessons learnt and recommendations are 

shared via bulletins to the entire staff coun

trywide, region wise as well as globally. 

Each business unit and function is then re-
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the learning company is modeled 

around formative accounting 

controls, internal exchange and 

reward flexibility.

• Argyris (As cited by Crossam, 

2003a) a learning organization 

has a process of detecting and 

correcting errors. It applies Sin

gle-loop learning model that cor

rects errors by changing routine 

behavior. It is incremental and 

adaptive.

• According to Argyris and Schon 

(as cited by Senge, 2003), a lern- 

ing organization demonstrates 

double loop learning model, a 

process that would be capable 

not only of detecting errors but 

goes further to question the un

derlying policies and goals as 

well as its own program.

quired to incorporate these learning’s and 

practices into their own procedures and way 

of doing things.

Post implementation reviews (PIR) for pro

jects have greatly contributed to embedded 

systems in the organization. The process re

quires that a project appraisal is done and all 

that went right and wrong is documented and 

incorporated into the project management 

process.

Figure 10: The SOPAF Inspection/Audit Plan 2011. Source: SOPAF compliance Plan for 

2011 and The SOPAF Learning from Incidents for sharing. Source: 

https ://s\vw. shell, com/op/africa (March, 22 2012 

Under the dimension of embedded systems, content analysis showed that the organization 

mainly uses the audit and assurance process, learning from incidents practices as well as 

post implementation reviews of projects as key avenues for integrating learning into day to 

day work. However programs for facilitating double loop learning model, a process that 

would be capable not only of detecting errors and correcting them but goes further to ques

tion the underlying policies, goals as well as its own programs may be limited. Therefore to
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a large extent the learning organization disciplines within the dimension of embedded sys

tems are practiced in the organization

C O U N T R Y S IT E 2011 IN S P E C T O R IN S P E C T IO N  D A TE

KE N YA S hell Kenya  Pert. R e fin e r
ies- S upp ly M. A ch ra f(M o rocco ) 19-Jul-11

K E N Y A N airob i Jo m o  Kenya tta

M. A ch ra f(M o rocco

13-Jul-11

KE N YA N airob i W ilson

M. A ch ra f(M o rocco

14-Jul-11

KE N YA M om basa  Moi Intern.

M. A ch ra f(M o rocco

18-Jul-11

KE N YA M alind i

M. A ch ra f(M o rocco

16-Jul-11

KE N YA N airob i KPC

A bdou (S en eg a l)

1-O ct-11

KE N YA M om basa  KPC
A b do u (S en eg a l)

2 -O c t-1 1

KEN YA E ldo re t KPC
A b do u (S en eg a l)

3 -O c t-1 1

KE N YA K isum u KPC
A bdou (S en eg a l)

4 -O c t-1 1

KE N YA M oi A irbase
A bdou (S en eg a l)

15-Jul-11

Figure 11: The SOPAF Inspection/Audit Plan_ 2011. Source: SOPAF compliance Plan for 

2011
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4.1.5 Empowerment

Empowerment is the fifth dimension of a learning organization. People are involved in set

ting and implementing a shared vision; responsibility is distributed so that people are 

Motivated to learn what they are held accountable to do. (Marsick and Watkins, 2003). The 

systems, procedures and practices supporting and demonstrating empowerment at Kenya 

Shell Ltd are compared to what the learning organization theoretical framework supposes 

in the table below;

Characteristics of Empowerment in a 

Learning Organization

Empowerment Practices at Kenya Shell 

Ltd.

• The organization culture and sys

tems are such that people are recog

nized for taking initiatives; people 

are given control over resources and 

are supported for calculated risk

taking (Marsick and Watkins, 2003).

• The organization has systematic 

procedures for managing informa

tion transfers such as sharing rele

vant information across employees 

(Garvin, 1993 and Serrat, 2009).

• According to Pedler et al (1996) the 

learning company is modeled around 

a participative policymaking and use 

of information technology as an em

powerment tool.

Generally the organization uses several pro

grams to enlist staff commitment in develop

ing and implementing change.

• One of the main avenues is through goal 

and objective setting and management 

(Figure 5). Individual goals and objec

tives are drawn from the organization’s 

goals and objectives. Therefore by man

aging the individual performance and re

ward the individuals for achieving the 

goals, the staffs get motivated to drive the 

organization programs.

• Clear, consistent and effective communi

cation from the management to staff on 

all business performance, initiatives and 

changes is used to demonstrate honesty 

and build trust hence enlisting commit

ment.

• Sometimes the organization magnifies 

and emphasizes the aspects of the chang-
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es and initiatives that appeal to reason 

such as the benefits of the safety pro

grams in order to get a buy in and support 

from the people.

Figure 12. The Individual Goals and Performance Appraisal Template for 2012. Sour

ce: https://sww. shell, com (Jan, 15 2012)

Upon content analysis of the empowerment learning dimension, the findings were that the 

organization mainly uses the system of appeal to reason, clear and consistent communica

tion as well as staff involvement in goal setting process to build in staff empowerment. 

However programs for facilitating a participative policymaking may be limited at the coun

try level on the basis of global business model and standardization. Therefore to a large ex

tent the learning organization disciplines within the dimension of embedded systems are 

practiced in the organization

4.1.6 Systems Connections

System connectedness is the sixth dimension of a learning organization. The organization is 

linked to its communities; people understand the overall environment and use information 

to adjust work practices; people are helped to see the effect of their work on the entire or

ganization (Marsick and Watkins, 2003). The systems, procedures and practices supporting 

and demonstrating System connectedness at Kenya Shell Ltd are compared to what the 

learning organization theoretical framework supposes in the table below;

Characteristics of Systems Connec

tions

in a Learning Organization

Systems Connections Practices at Kenya 

Shell Ltd.

• The organization’s systems en

courage global perspectives ,work 

with outside/resources and encour-

• The practice of sharing overall business 

results quarterly and demonstrating the 

contributions of each business unit or coun-
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ages diverse perspectives (Marsick 

and Watkins, 2003)

According to Pedler et al (1996) 

the learning company is modeled 

around enabling structures, bound

ary workers as environmental 

scanners and Inter-company learn

ing.

An organization that exhibits sys

tem thinking helps managers and 

employees alike to see how to 

change systems more effectively, 

and to act more in tune with the 

larger processes of the natural and 

economic world (Sugarman, 

2009). Senge (1990) describes it as 

a framework for seeing interrela

tionships, interdependencies, cy

cles and patterns of change rather 

than static snapshots or events.

try or cluster or regions to the overall re

sults whether positive or negative facili

tates staff to see the effect of their actions 

or inactions on the entire organization. 

Some of the various trainings (Figure 2) on 

local and international law offered to spe

cific staff such as anti-corruption and com

petition law in what is called high risk roles 

as a mitigation against exposing self or 

company. By sharing global examples 

where staff action or inaction have resulted 

to litigation cases help demonstrate the ef

fect of their actions or inactions on the en

tire organization.

The goals, objective performance and ap

praisal system (Figure 5) is weighted with 

the weight contribution factors varying 

from business unit or function to another 

depending on the criticality of their targets 

to the organization overall objectives. This 

helps communicate to the staff the signifi

cance and effect of their actions or inac

tions to the organization as a whole.

The human resource reward system pro

vides for Special Reward Allowance (SRA) 

for staff where a staff is recognized mone

tary wise for a specific action or inaction 

done that had a significant impact on the 

overall business or organization goal or in

terest.

Among the many people related issues
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covered by the company Human Resource 

Policy Manual is the concept of conse

quence management. Under this concept 

the manual contains a matrix that clearly 

enumerates the level and profile of disci

plinary actions for each type and level of 

offense. This manual is given to all staff 

upon employment for reference and is used 

as a guide during disciplinary cases.

Figure 13. The Human resource Management plan for 2012. Source: 

https://sww. shell, com (June, 15 2012)

By analysis systems connectedness learning dimension content, the findings were that the 

company uses mainly the system of sharing and rewarding business results both at individ

ual and business unit levels using a weighted system, Global facilitated learning and shar

ing's as well as application of the localised human resource policy based on fair and just 

culture. Therefore to a large extent the learning organization disciplines within the dimen

sion of systems connectedness are practiced in the organization

4.1.7 Leadership

Leadership is the seventh dimension of a learning organization. Leadership uses learning 

strategically for business results; leaders model, champion, and support learning. (Marsick 

and Watkins, 2003). The systems, procedures and practices supporting and demonstrating 

leadership at Kenya Shell Ltd are compared to what the learning organization theoretical 

framework supposes in the table below;

Characteristics of Leadership in a Learn

ing Organization

Systems Leadership at Kenya Shell 

Ltd.

• According to Marsick and Watkins Most managers argued that in their
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(2003), an organization culture is such 

that it provides mentoring/coaching to its 

people, provides opportunities to learn 

and ensures consistent actions by the 

people.

• The organization reflects the extent to 

which the leaders of the organization 

(unit) communicate that they value and 

support learning. Leaders serve as de

signers, stewards and teachers (Senge, 

1990).

leadership roles, they facilitate learning 

for their people by;

• Periodic review of their individual 

development plans,

• Recommendations for trainings, 

learning opportunities, assignments 

and projects.

• Coaching their direct reports and 

walk them through challenging as

signments in order to facilitate 

learning.

Figure 14. The Human resource Management plan for 2012. Source: 

https://sww. shell, com (June, 15 2012)

Finally on leadership learning dimension, it was found that managers have direct responsi

bility of facilitating learning and growth for their people by periodic reviews of their devel

opment, recommending learning opportunities and coaching them. Flowever the aspect of 

leadership designing and communicating consistently that they value learning may be lim

ited. Therefore to a large extent the learning organization disciplines within the dimension 

of leadership are practiced in the organization

4.2 Factors Influencing Learning at Kenya Shell Ltd.

The theme for factors influencing learning was: knowledge of learning organizations, Par

ent company strategies & goals, Personnel turnover, Overwhelming current reality and de

mands, Lack of clarity of the vision and Politics & power play.

Factors Influencing Learning in Organiza- Factors Influencing Learning at

tions Kenya Shell Ltd.
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The concept of the learning organization has 

been influenced both positively and nega

tively by various factors at play ranging from 

theoretical framework of the learning organi

zation models to their implementation.

Generally at Kenya Shell Ltd;

• The parent company strategies and 

goals is the factor with the highest 

influence in terms of learning in

• Ability of the organization to learn from 

experience by establishing a cause and ef

fect relationship between action and result 

(Garvin, 1993; Pedler et al, 1996) is being 

obstructed by time lags between action 

and result.

• Some of the learning cycles in organiza

tions are incomplete because of personnel 

turnover and ongoing Changes in organi

zations; new priorities arise which ob

struct the cycle of learning.

• The implementation of the learning or

ganization models faces challenges be

cause the practices are highly dependent 

on the human being, which apparently is 

subjective and unpredictable (Senge,1990

• Capacity to manage diversity may be lim

ited. Growth of diversity of visions may 

grow until it reduces the clarity of vision 

and also exceeds the organization’s capac

ity to harmonize diversity as well.

• There is potential discouragement if the 

people feel unable to bring a vision into 

reality hence unable to hold the creative 

tension.

the organization. It’s argued that 

more less all aspects of learning 

organizations in the company are 

primarily driven by the Royal 

Dutch shell group of companies’ 

global strategies and goals which 

are disseminated to each subsidi

ary for adoption.

From interviews it was apparent 

that availability of knowledge of 

learning organizations and clarity 

of the company’s vision has great

ly influenced the learning organi

zation practices at Kenya Shell 

Ltd. The structures and practices 

of the company have equipped the 

people with experiences that sup

port learning practices implemen

tation.
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• When the demands (current reality is too 

much) overwhelm people; they lose focus 

on the vision.

• When people forget their connection to 

one another, they stop asking, what they 

really want to create and they may begin 

proselytizing members toward their point 

of view rather than continuing the vision

ing process as a joint inquiry.

• In 2009, Ashour argued that competition 

between short and long term goals is key 

factor: Whereas most organization have 

their visions towards cultivation of the 

learning of their members, but those in 

charge of organizations will usually be 

dictated by the long-term growth and sus

tainability of their enterprise...

• Sophistication and disposition of the the

ory, the argument is that the people to 

whom the discipline is addressed to usu

ally do not have the disposition or theo

retical tools to follow it through.

• The role of organization politics. There is 

not a consideration of questions of social 

justice, democracy and exclusion in most 

Learning organization models

• However it became apparent that 

the staff high turnover in the re

cent past is negatively impacting 

learning organization practices in 

the company. One manager clari

fied that “This turnover of staff 

may cost us the organizational 

memory we have been banking on 

for years”.

• There was also a general agree

ment that at times the demands by 

current reality of dynamic envi

ronment is so overwhelming that 

most departments tend to focus on 

short term goals and strategies that 

give quick wins at the expense of 

the long term goals. This aspect is 

viewed as negatively influencing 

learning organization practices in 

this company.

Figure 15: The Shell People Survey Questionnaire guidance for 2012. Source: 

https://sww. shell, com (May, 23 2012) and the business goal setting and objectives program. 

Source : https ://sww-openuniversity. shell, com (Jan, 15 2012)
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From the comparison between the conceptual framework and the practices at Kenya Shell 

Ltd on factors influencing learning organization practices it was found that mainly the 

strategies and goals of the Shell Royal Dutch group of companies to its subsidiaries and the 

knowledge of learning organization existing in the organization influence positively the 

most learning organization practices. On the other hand staff turnover and overwhelming 

current reality demands influence negatively the most learning organization practices at 

Kenya Shell Ltd. These findings are in agreement with the conceptual framework on fac

tors that influence learning practices in organization.

4.3 Discussion of Findings

The first objective of this study was to determine the extent to which the learning organiza

tion disciplines have been practiced at the Kenya Shell Ltd organization. The seven dimen

sions of a learning organization were used as a baseline to assess the extent to which the 

learning organization disciplines have been practiced at the Kenya Shell Ltd.

Under continuous learning dimension, the key findings were that the organization has a 

system of cross functional and cross geographical locations transfers for the people, a virtual 

e-learning facility, a system for sharing of best practices and lessons from past incidents as 

well as the bench marking concept to facilitate continuous learning. However it was found 

that the organization’s systems do not fully support continuous formal education and train

ings outside the organizations e-facility. The key findings from the dimension of Inquiry and 

dialogue learning were that the organization utilizes the systems of employee annual sur

veys, business units’ goal setting and appraisal system as well as the routine staff engage

ments with senior managers to achieve balance between inquiry and advocacy. However the 

aspect of experimentation was found to be limited. The dimension of collaboration and team 

learning key findings were that the organization mainly uses cross functional workshops, 

safety days, away days and the on boarding programs to implement the strategy of collabora

tion and team learning in the organization. However programs for facilitating teams to adopt 

good ideas from the minority and harnessing group alignment, functioning as a whole and 

synergy manifestation was found to be limited. The key findings from the dimension of em
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bedded systems were that the organization mainly uses the audit and assurance process, 

learning from incidents practices as well as post implementation reviews of projects as key 

avenues for integrating learning into day to day work. However programs for facilitating 

double loop learning model, a process that would be capable not only of detecting errors and 

correcting them but goes further to question the underlying policies, goals as well as its own 

programs may be limited. On empowerment learning dimension, the key findings were that 

the organization mainly uses the system of appeal to reason, clear and consistent communi

cation as well as staff involvement in goal setting process to build in staff empowerment. 

Under systems connectedness learning dimension, the key findings were that the company 

uses mainly the system of sharing and rewarding business results both at individual and 

business unit levels using a weighted system, Global facilitated learning and sharing’s as 

well as application of the localized human resource policy based on fair and just culture. On 

leadership learning dimension, the key findings were that managers have direct responsibil

ity of facilitating learning and growth for their people by periodic reviews of their develop

ment, recommending learning opportunities and coaching them. However the aspect of lead

ership designing and communicating consistently that they value learning may be limited.

The second objective of this study was to investigate the factors that influence the practices 

of learning organization disciplines at Kenya Shell Ltd. The key findings were that the 

strategies and goals of the Shell Royal Dutch group of companies to its subsidiaries and the 

knowledge of learning organization existing in the organization influence positively the 

most learning organization practices. On the other hand staff turnover and overwhelming 

current reality demands influence negatively the most learning organization practices at 

Kenya Shell Ltd.

Comparatively very few studies have been done in Kenya in the area of the learning organi

zation concept. Amulyoto (2002) was with specific reference to donor agencies and the find

ings of this study indicate that although donor agencies are classified as non-competitive 

firms, they like other organizations manifest some of the features of a learning organization. 

Kirimi (2006) was specific to private recruitment agencies and this study found out that 

teamwork and communication amongst staff was considered the main factors encouraging
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organizational learning. However distributing and sharing relevant organization information 

were the factors hindering organizational learning. Kangethe (2007) was specific to the rela

tionship between job satisfaction of employees and extent of learning organization among 

disabled persons in Nairobi. The study revealed that most of the firms for disabled persons 

have embraced the features of a learning organization to a moderate extent and that majority 

of employees were satisfied with their jobs.

The findings from this study of Kenya Shell Ltd are not only comparing to the findings from 

the previous studies but more so have a gone step further to determine the extent to which 

they are practiced at Kenya Shell Ltd and hence playing a vital role in enriching the body of 

knowledge.
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Introduction and Findings

The research study had two objectives, to determine the extent to which learning organiza

tion disciplines are practiced at Kenya Shell Limited and to establish the factors influencing 

the learning organization practices. The primary data was collected by way of personal in

terviews with senior managers. The data was then analyzed using content analysis method 

hence narrative in nature.

5.1.1 Learning Organization Practices at Kenya Shell Limited.

The first objective was to determine the extent to which learning organization disciplines 

are practiced at Kenya Shell Limited. The seven dimensions of learning organization disci

plines were: Continuous Learning, Inquiry and dialogue, collaboration and team learning, 

Embedded systems, Empowerment, System connections and Leadership.

Under continuous learning dimension, the findings were that the organization has a system 

of cross functional and cross geographical locations transfers for the people, a virtual e- 

learning facility, a system for sharing of best practices and lessons from past incidents as 

well as the bench marking concept to facilitate continuous learning. However it was found 

that the organization’s systems do not fully support continuous formal education and train

ings outside the organizations e-facility. Therefore the organization should consider ave

nues of supporting formal education programs for its staff to leverage on the dimension of 

continuous learning.

Under Inquiry and dialogue learning dimension, the findings were that the organization uti

lizes the systems of employee annual surveys, business units’ goal setting and appraisal 

system as well as the routine staff engagements with senior managers to achieve balance 

between inquiry and advocacy. However the aspect of experimentation was found to be 

limited. Therefore the organization needs to consider the avenues of encouraging risk based
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approaches of model II which couples articulateness and advocacy with an invitation to 

others to confront one's views and possibly to alter them.

The dimension of collaboration and team learning findings were that the organization 

mainly uses cross functional workshops, safety days, away days and the on boarding pro

grams to implement the strategy of collaboration and team learning in the organization. 

However programs for facilitating teams to adopt good ideas from the minority and har

nessing group alignment, functioning as a whole and synergy manifestation was found to 

be limited. Therefore the organization has the opportunity to improve the on this dimension 

by enhancing programs that will facilitating teams to adopt good ideas from the minority 

and harnessing synergy manifestation in spite of the organization size and model.

Under the dimension of Embedded systems, if was found that the organization mainly uses 

the audit and assurance process, learning from incidents practices as well as post imple

mentation reviews of projects as key avenues for integrating learning into day to day work. 

However programs for facilitating double loop learning model, a process that would be ca

pable not only of detecting errors and correcting them but goes further to question the un

derlying policies, goals as well as its own programs may be limited. Therefore the organi

zation can leverage on the dimension of embedded systems by enhancing programs that 

would go the extent of questioning the underlying policies, goals as well as its own pro

grams in the event of an incident at a country level.

On empowerment learning dimension, the organization mainly uses the system of appeal to 

reason, clear and consistent communication as well as staff involvement in goal setting 

process to build in staff empowerment. Therefore in order to optimize on empowerment as 

a learning dimension, the organization ought to enhance programs for facilitating a partici

pative policymaking at the country level.

Under systems connectedness learning dimension is was found that the company uses 

mainly the system of sharing and rewarding business results both at individual and business 

unit levels using a weighted system, Global facilitated learning and sharing’s as well as ap-
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plication of the localized human resource policy based on fair and just culture. Therefore 

the organization should continue supporting avenues of linking all its systems to the global 

interface and environment.

Finally on leadership learning dimension, it was found that managers have direct responsi

bility of facilitating learning and growth for their people by periodic reviews of their devel

opment, recommending learning opportunities and coaching them. However the aspect of 

leadership designing and communicating consistently that they value learning may be lim

ited. Therefore the organization needs to explore avenues of enabling the leaders to not on

ly to be stewards and teachers but also designers of learning strategies in order to enhance 

learning practices in the organization.

5.1.2 Factors Influencing Learning Organization Practices at Kenya Shell Limited.

Under the factors influencing learning organization practices, it was found that the strate

gies and goals of the Shell Royal Dutch group of companies to its subsidiaries and the 

knowledge of learning organization existing in the organization influence positively the 

most learning organization practices. On the other hand staff turnover and overwhelming 

current reality demands influence negatively the most learning organization practices at 

Kenya Shell Ltd. These findings are in agreement with the conceptual framework on fac

tors that influence learning practices in organization. Therefore the organization should de

velop strategies for limiting staff turnover particularly during transition period and support 

its people in coping up with the high demand from the changing and dynamic environment 

in order to optimize learning in the organization.

5.2 Recommendations

The study will recommend that Kenya Shell Ltd make use of the existing conducive envi

ronment in being more proactive and effective in managing change in this continuously dy

namic environment, to give a more competitive advantage to the organization during the 

current strategic change involving ownership restructuring in Kenya. This will result to less 

effort and time being consumed in the transition change management as well less time and
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resources in overcoming resistance to change. Consequently it will take less effort and time 

to refreeze the change. This provides opportunity for timely responsiveness to customers 

needs and be competitive post the current change. The other recommendation is for the or

ganization to look at how to incorporate avenues for experimentation in their internal proc

esses within acceptable risk levels so as to build up the discipline of questioning, experi

mentation and feedback which are key learning organization disciplines.

5.3 Conclusions

Learning organization disciplines appears to be a core concept that has been embraced by 

Kenya Shell Ltd as a result of the guidance and influence of the Royal Dutch Shell group. 

This is evident in the manner the 7 dimensions of learning organization disciplines have 

been integrated into the organization processes, tools and strategies. This aspect is a key 

fundamental driver to competitiveness during the current strategic change being handled

5.4 Suggestions for Further Research

The study could be replicated after the completion of the exit/ownership change strategy 

that is currently being undertaken by the organization which corporate wise will result in 

Vivo Energy Kenya taking over from Kenya Shell Ltd. This could bring out the effect of 

the direct strategy influence by the Royal Dutch shell group

Meanwhile quantitative type study could be done to determine the actual extent of the 

learning organization discipline being practiced by the organization. This is in light of the 

fact that this particular study is qualitative as it only employed content analysis.
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APPENDICES

7.1 Appendix : Interview Guide 
The Learning Organization

Section A: General Information

1. Interviewee name (optional)......................................

2. Position (optional)___________________________

3. Department________________________________

Section B: Continuous Learning

Please provide the sources of continuous learning opportunities in the organization

Section C: Dialogue and Inquiry

Please explain how the organization has promoted the culture that supports questioning, 

feedback, and experimentation

Section D: Collaboration And Team Learning

Describe the forums that the organization has been using to encourage the culture of col

laboration and team learning across functional groups.

Section E: Embedded Systems

Learning organizations facilitate capturing and sharing of learning from both past rights 

and past mistakes at both individual and departmental levels. What specific tools and proc-
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esses has the organization been using in this aspect?

Section F: Empowerment

Generally the involvement of the people in development or change of the organizations’Mission, 

value statements, goals and objectives enlist enthusiasm and commitment.

Please describe the programs the organization uses to obtain people involvement in this area

Section G: Systems Connections

Learning organizations help their people to see the effect and consequences of there Indi

vidual and departmental work on the entire organization and the stakeholders?

What specific practices are available in the organization to help the staff achieve this 

goal?

Section H: Leadership.

What are some of the roles leaders/managers play in order to facilitate learning in their de

partments and the entire organization as a whole?

Section I: Factors Influencing Learning

In your opinion describe in order of significance the main factors that have positively in

fluenced learning in this Organization? (Focus on knowledge of learning organizations, 

Parent company strategies & goals, Personnel turnover, Overwhelming current reality and 

demands, Unclear Organization vision, Politics & Power Play).
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H e / s h e  is  r e q u i r e d  t o  s u b m i t  a s  p a r t  o f  h i s / h e r  c o u r s e w o r k  a s s e s s m e n t  a  
r e s e a r c h  p r o je c t  r e p o r t  o n  a  m a n a g e m e n t  p r o b l e m .  W e  w o u l d  l i k e  t h e  
s t u d e n t s  t o  d o  t h e i r  p r o je c t s  o n  r e a l  p r o b l e m s  a f f e c t i n g  f i r m s  in  K e n y a .  W e  
w o u l d ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  a p p r e c i a t e  i f  y o u  a s s i s t  h im / h e r  b y  a l l o w i n g  h i m / h e r  t o  
c o l l e c t  d a t a  in  y o u r  o r g a n i z a t i o n  f o r  t h e  r e s e a r c h .

T h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  r e p o r t  w i l l  b e  u s e d  s o le l y  f o r  a c a d e m i c  p u r p o s e s  a n d  a  
c o p y  o f  t h e  s a m e  w i l l  b e  a v a i l e d  t o  t h e  i n t e r v ie w e d  o r g a n i z a t i o n s  o n  r e q u e s t .
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